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For a graph G, define the parameters r(G)=max { ISI 1 S is an independent set of vertices of G), 
~k(G)=min{C:=, d(t+)I/c,,...,s) isanindependentset) and NC,(G)=min{ \Uf=, N(~+)\l{~~,...,u~) 
is an independent set) (k>,2). It is shown that every i-tough graph G of order n 23 with 
a,(G)>n+r>n has a cycle of length at least min(n,n+NC,+,+~(~+,I(G)--G((G)}, where 
s(i)= 3( r ii l-ii). This result extends previous results in Bauer et al. (1989/90), FaDbender (1992) 
and Flandrin et al. (1991). It isalso shown that a I-toughgraph G oforder na3 with u,(G)>n+rbn 
has a cycle of length at least min{n, 2NC[ 1,8(n+6,+17,, (G)). Analogous results are established for 
2-connected graphs. 
1. Results 
We use Bondy and Murty [6] for terminology and notation not defined here and 
consider simple graphs only. 
Let G be a graph of order n. The graph G is l-tough if o(G - S) d 1 SI for every subset 
S of V(G) such that o(G-S)> 1, where w(G-S) denotes the number of components 
of G-S. The number of vertices in a maximum independent set of G is denoted by 
z(G) and the length of a longest cycle in G by c(G). For k < a(G) we denote by ck(G) the 
minimum value of the degree sum of any k pairwise nonadjacent vertices, and by 
NC,(G) the minimum cardinality of the neighborhood union of any k such vertices. 
For k>cc(G) we set a,(G)=k(n-a(G)) and NC,(G)=n-cc(G). Instead of al(G) and 
NC1(G) we use the more common notation 6(G). If no ambiguity can arise, we 
sometimes write c( instead of cc(G), etc. 
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In Nash-Williams [lo] it is proved that every 2-connected graph G of order n with 
6(G) 2 max {i(n + 2) cc(G)} is hamiltonian. In [4], this result was extended as follows. 
(Note that o,(G)336(G) for any graph G.) 
Theorem 1.1 (Bauer et al. [4]). 1fG is a 2-connected graph oforder n with as(G) 2 n + 2, 
then 
c(G)3min{n,n+ia3(G)-a(G)}. 
Theorem 1.1 has a counterpart for l-tough graphs. 
Theorem 1.2 (Bauer et al. [4]). IfG is a l-tough graph of order n>3 with o,(G)>n, 
then 
c(G)>min (n,n+fc,(G)-a(G)]. 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 imply several known results. For details we refer to the surveys 
of Bauer et al. [1,3]. 
Here we establish generalizations of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, announced in [ 11, which 
also imply known results not contained in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Define 
i 
0 if i=O (mod3), 
E(i):= 2 if i z 1 (mod 3) 
1 if ir2 (mod3). 
Theorem 1.3. Jf G is a 2-connected graph of order n with g3(G) 3 n + r >, n + 2, then 
c(G)3min{n,n+NC,+2+,(,+,,(G)-a(G)} 
Theorem 1.4. Zf G is a l-tough graph of order n 3 3 with a3(G) 3 n + r an, then 
c(G)3minCn,n+NC,+~++,(,+,,(G)-cc(G)f. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are postponed to Section 2. 
Since clearly NC,(G) is a nondecreasing function of t and NC3(G) 3$a,(G), 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 imply Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. 
In Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 1.2), and hence in Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 1.4) the lower 
bound n +2(n) imposed on ~J~(G) cannot be relaxed without destroying the con- 
clusion of the theorem, as shown by examples in [4]. Here we present examples 
showing that both the lower bound on c(G) and the subscript of NC in the conclusion 
of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 cannot be increased in general. 
For r>2, p>r+2 define the 2-connected graph G,,, as K,v ((r+2)K,+ 
(p-r-l)K,). Then, with n=l V(G,,,)(, we have a,(G,,,)=3p=n+r and 
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Hence, Theorem 1.3 is best possible if n+r=O (mod 3). The graphs obtained from 
G,,, by deleting one or two edges incident with an isolated vertex of G,,,- V(K,) show 
that Theorem 1.3 is also best possible if n+rf O(mod 3). 
Let F denote the unique graph with degree sequence (1, 1, 1,3,3,3). For r 20, 
p 2 r + 5 define the l-tough graph H,,, as K, v (F+(r+4)K,+(p-r-5)K,). Then 
with n= ( V(H,,,)I, we have 03(Hp,,)= 3p=n+r and 
Hence, Theorem 1.4 is best possible if n + r E 0 (mod 3). Again, by deleting one or two 
suitable edges of H,,, one obtains examples showing that Theorem 1.4 is best possible 
if n+r$O(mod3). 
Since clearly NCI,(G)<n-a(G) for any graph G of order n and any positive integer 
k, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, respectively, have the following consequences. 
Corollary 1.5. If G is a 2-connected graph of order n with a,(G) 2 n + r > n + 2, then 
c(G)~min{n,2NC,+,+,(,.,,(G)}. 
Corollary 1.6. Zf G is a l-tough graph of order n 2 3 with a3(G) 3 n + r 2 n, then 
c(G)>/min(n,2NC,+5+,(,+,,(G)J 
Weaker versions of Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6, with the subscript of NC replaced by 2, 
were first established in [2]. 
Corollary 1.6 implies a recent result in [7], conjectured in [4]. 
Corollary 1.7 (FaBbender [7]). If G is a l-tough graph of order na 13 with 
a,(G) 3&(3n- 14), then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. We apply Corollary 1.6 with r =ri(n- 14) 1. Suppose n is even, n=2k, say. 
Then c(n+r)=&(3k-7)= 1, and hence c>min{n,2 NC,,_,}. Since G is l-tough, 
NC+,_ 1 > f n. Thus, G is hamiltonian. A similar argument applies if n is odd. q 
Corollary 1.7 extends the theorem in [9] that every l-tough graph of order n 2 11 
with oz(G)an-4 is hamiltonian. (Note that c3(G)a$g2(G).) 
Corollary 1.6 also implies a result in [S]. 
Corollary 1.8 (Flandrin et al. [S]). Zf G is a 2-connected graph of‘ order n such that 
d(u)+d(v)+d(w)3n+JN(u)nN(u)nN(w)l f or every independent set {u, v, w}, then G is 
hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let G satisfy the stated conditions. It is easily seen that G is l-tough [l]. We 
show that NC3 >in. The proof is then completed by applying Corollary 1.6 with r=O 
and observing that NCJ>NC3. By definition of NCJ, we are done if cr<3. Hence, 
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assume a>3 and let {u1,uZ,u3} be an independent set with lu;=l N(ni)l=NC3. 
Denote by ni the number of vertices of G adjacent to exactly i of the vertices 
ul, u2, u3 (i = 1,2,3). Then 
3 
n+n,d C d(uj)=n,+2n,+3n~, 
i=l 
implying that 
n~n,+2n,+2n3~2(nl+~,+)23)=2~ fi N(Ui)‘=2NC3. 0 
i=l 
Summarizing we have shown that Theorem 1.4 is a common generalization of 
Theorem 1.2 and Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8. We note that Theorem 1.2 contains neither 
Corollary 1.7 nor Corollary 1.8. Examples of graphs which are hamiltonian by 
Corollary 1.7, but not by Theorem 1.2, can be found among spanning subgraphs of 
K, v pK, (~37). Examples of graphs which are hamiltonian by Corollary 1.8, but 
not by Theorem 1.2, occur in [l]. 
We conclude by showing that Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 admit (partial) improvements. 
As in Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, the lower bound n+2 imposed on 03(G) in 
Corollary 1.5 cannot be relaxed. Also, the conclusion of Corollary 1.5 is sharp in the 
sense that longer cycles are not implied by the hypothesis, as shown by suitable 
complete bipartite graphs. However, in contrast with the situation for Theorem 1.3, 
the subscript of NC in Corollary 1.5 can be improved for certain values of Y. Our next 
result shows that r + 2 + E(PI + r) can be replaced by L $(n + 6r + 17) J, which yields an 
improvement if r < i n - 7. Note that if G satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 1.5 with 
r>f n - 1, then G is hamiltonian, since 
Theorem 1.9. Zf G is a 2-connected graph of order n with 03(G)3n+r3n +2 and 
n>8t-6r- 17, then 
c(G)3min{n,2NC,(G)}. 
A combined proof of Theorems 1.9 and 1.11 is given in Section 2. We believe that 
Theorem 1.9 admits further improvement. 
Conjecture 1.10. If G is a 2-connected graph of order n with Ok > n + r 3 n + 2 and 
n>6t-4r- 1 I, then 
c(G)>min{n,2 NC,(G)}. 
Conjecture 1.10 would, in a sense, be best possible: if n = 1 V(G,,,) 1, p + r is even and 
t=t(p+r)+2, then n=6t-4r-12, but c(G,,,)=n- 1<2NC,(G,,,)=n. 
The subscript of NC in Corollary 1.6 can also be replaced by L $(n +6r+ 17) 1, 
which yields an improvement if r<jn- 19 (cf. Corollary 1.7). 
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Theorem 1.11. Zf G is a l-tough graph of order n> 3 with 03(G)>n+r >n and 
n>8t-6r-17, then 
c(G)>min{n,2NC,(G)}. 
As in Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, the lower bound n imposed on c3(G) in Corollary 1.6 
and Theorem 1.11 cannot be relaxed. With respect to Theorem 1.11, we not only 
believe that the subscript of NC admits further improvement, but also that the lower 
bound on c(G) is not sharp (cf. [2, Conjecture 271). 
Conjecture 1.12. If G is a l-tough graph of order n>3 with a,(G)>n+r3n and 
n36t-4r-11, then 
c(G)>min{n,2 NC,(G)+41 
AS Conjecture 1.10, Conjecture 1.12 would be best possible: if n= 1 V(H,,,)I, p+r is 
even and t=$(p+r)+2, then n=6t-4r-12, but c(H,,,)=n-1 <2NCt(H,,,)+4=n. 
Also, Conjecture 1.12 would be another generalization of Corollary 1.7. 
2. Proofs of the main results 
We need some additional terminology and notation. 
Let G be a graph. If UE V(G), then N(v) denotes the set of vertices adjacent to v. If 
Ss V(G), then N(S)= UveS N(u). 
Let C be a cycle of G and u,ugV(C). We denote by C the cycle C with a given 
orientation, and by C the cycle C with the reverse orientation. By UCV we denote the 
consecutive vertices of C from u to u in the direction specified by C. (The same vertices, 
in reverse order, are given by vCU.) We will consider UCV and VCU both as paths and as 
vertex sets. We use u+ to denote the successor of u on ?? and U- to denote its 
predecessor. If SC V(C), then St = (u’ 1 ES) and S- = {u- 1 VES}. If l’(G)- V(C) is 
an independent set, then C is called a dominating cycle of G. If C is not a Hamilton 
cycle of G, then p(C) denotes max {d(v) 1 VE I’(G)- V(C)}. If C is a longest cycle of 
G not containing the vertex u, then C is called a v-cycle. 
The following lemmas are of use in more than one of the proofs of the main results. 
Part (a) of our first lemma is a central lemma in [4]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a graph of order n with d(G)>2 and a3(G)> n. Assume G 
contains a longest cycle c which is a dominating cycle, and a vertex XE V(G)- V(C). 
Then: 
(a) (V(G)- V(C))uN(x)+ is an independent set, and 
(b) if UEV(C), XU+EE(G) and xu-EE(G), then N(u)c V(C) and (V(G)- V(C))U 
N(u) ’ is an independent set. 
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Proof of (b). Since urn+, N(u)c V(C) by (a). To see that (V(G)- V’(C))uN(u)+ 
is an independent set, apply (a) with C and x replaced by xu’Cu_x and u, 
respectively. 0 
The first part of the next lemma is a result in [S], the second part is implicit in the 
proof of [4, Theorem lo]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n with a,(G) 3 n +r > n + 2. Then 
every longest cycle is a dominating cycle. Moreover, tf”G is nonhamiltonian, G contains 
a longest cycle C with u(C)3$(n +r). 
The first part of our third lemma is [4, Theorem 51, the second part is implicit in the 
proof of [4, Theorem 91. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a l-tough graph of order n with ox(G) 3 n +r 3 n 3 3. Then every 
longest cycle is a dominating cycle. Moreover, if G is nonhamiltonian, G contains 
a longest cycle C with u(C)>i(n+r). 
We are now ready to prove the main results. In the proofs a longest cycle C of G is 
considered. We will say that a property 9’ of G holds by (1~) (longest cycle argument) 
if the contrary to 9 implies the existence of a cycle C’ longer than C. (lea) will often 
represent an argument which is standard in hamiltonian graph theory. Sometimes the 
cycle C’ will be given between brackets after the statement of 9. We start with (an 
outline of) the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let G be a nonhamiltonian l-tough graph of order n with 
c3(G) > n + r > n > 3, c a longest cycle of G with a fixed orientation for which p(C) is 
maximal, and u0 a vertex in V(G)- V(C) with d(u,)=n(C). By Lemma 2.3, C is 
a dominating cycle and d(u,) ai(n + r). Set A = N (Q), k = d(u,) and let vi, . . . , vk be the 
vertices of A, occurring on C in consecutive order. For i= 1, . . . , k set Ui = v: and 
Wi = Vi, 1 (indices mod k). The set UiCWi will be called a segment; uiCwi is a p-segment if 
luiCwil=p. Let s be the number of l-segments. Since k>41V(C)I, ~31. Let 
uil, ... > uisbe the vertices of the l-segments and set S= { nil, . . . , Ui,). Without 10~s of 
generality we assume d(ui1)3d(ui,)3 ... >d(uiS) and iI = 1. We abbreviate s(n + r) to E. 
We state some observations, each followed by a proof, which will be used 
repeatedly. 
(1) (V(G)- V(C))uA+uN(S)+ is an independent set. 
Apply Lemma 2.1 and (lea) (several times). 
(2) 1 V(C)I33k-san+r-s. 
C contains s l-segments and hence k-s t-segments with t 22. Thus, 
IV(C)ja2s+3(k-s)=3k-s. Since k>i(n+r), 3k-san+r-s. 
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(3) Let x1 and x2 be two nonadjacent vertices in V(C)-A. If G contains an xl-cycle 
and an x,-cycle, then n+r-2k<d(XJ<k (i= 1,2). 
The choice of C and u0 implies d(xi)< k (i= 1,2). The rest of (3) follows from the 
inequalities d(xl)<k, d(xz)<k and d(uo)+d(x1)+d(x,)>033n+r. 
(4) Assume N(ui,)=A and uiWj~E(G), where i+j. Then ni,EWjCui,d(Wi)> 
n+r-2k, wiviP$E(G) and wiDiP+r$E(G). 
By (lea), UipEWjCUi (Ui,U,Vj+l Cz)iUi, Cwjui~vi,). Since { ~0, UiP, wi} is an indepen- 
dent set, d(wi) > c3 -d(u,)-d(ni,)= a3-2k3n+r-2k. 
(Ui,CViUgVj+ 1 CUi, Wi~‘uiWj~Ui+ 1 Ui,) 
By (lea), MJiUip$_E(G) 
and 
~Ui+lU~Uj+lZUip). 
wiUiP,,~E(G) (Ui,Ui~~i,+l WiCUiwj 
(5) Assume N(u,)=A and uiwj~E(G), where i#j and i is chosen minimal. Then 
N(Wi)fT(A+UA-)E{Ui}. 
By (lea), N(wi)nA- =@ The minimality of i implies N(wi)nA + nur CUi =8. By (4) 
N(Wi)nA + nUiCU1 G (pi}. 
(6) Let Ui~Wi be a t-segment with t3 3 and assume uiPu+EE(G). Then 
N(ui)nA- =N(u+ +)nA+ =@. 
Apply (lea). 
A subset X of V(G) will be called suitable if 1x13 r+ 5 + E, N(X) G V(C) and both 
X and (V(G)- V(C))uN(X)+ are independent sets. If a suitable set X exists, then we 
are done. since 
3n-I V(C)I+NC,xj, 
and hence I V(C)l3n+NC,+,+,- z. We will distinguish several cases, in each of 
which we either exhibit a suitable set or reach a contradiction. By (2), 
n-13lV(C)(>n+r-s, so s>r+l. 
Case 1: s=r+ 1. By (2) ) V(C)I=n- 1 and k=$(n+r). Apart from the l-segments, 
C contains 2-segments only. Since G is l-tough, o(G-A)6 IA I. Hence, there exist 
i and j with i#j such that uiwjcE(G). Assume i is chosen minimal. Since G contains 
a Wi-Cycle (UiWj~Ui+ lU,Uj+ 1 GUI) and a u,-cycle (uIu,u,CuI), by (3) we have 
k=n+r-2k<d(ul)bk. Hence, N(u,)=A. By (4) and (5) d(wi)3 k and 
N(wi~~(A-{~l~u~})u{~i}~ whence d(wi) < k - 1, a contradiction. 
Case 2: s=r +2. By (2) there are three possibilities. 
Case 2.1: I V(C)I=n- 1, k=i(n+r). Then E=O. Apart from the l- and 2-segments, 
C contains exactly one 3-segment, say u,u: wl. We distinguish two subcases. 
Case 2.1.1: UipU:EE(G) for some p~{l,...,s}. Then N(S)GAU{U:}. By (6) 
N(ul),N(w,)~Au(ur+} also. Using (1) we conclude that the set Su{ uO, uI, w,>, of 
cardinality s + 3 = r + 5 + F, is suitable. 
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Case 2.1.2: ui,u:~E(G) for all pi{ 1, . . . ,s). From (3) (with xl,xzeS) and the fact 
that n+r-2k=k wededuce that N(ai,)=A for q= 1, . . ..s. IfulwlcE(G), then by(lca), 
N(u:)n(A+uA-)={ uI, wI }. Since o(G-A)< (A 1, there exist i and j with i#j such 
that uiWj~E(G). This is also true if ulwl#E(G), otherwise o(G-(Au{u~}))>lAu{u~}~. 
Choose i minimal. By (4) and (5), d(wi)Bk and N(Wi)~(A-Iv1,v2,vi2,vi2+l})u 
{ui, ul’ ). Since I(v1, v2, Ui2) vi, + 1 > 13 3, we reach a contradiction. 
Case 2.2: ) V(C)1 = n- 1, k =$(n + r + 1). Apart from the l-segments, C contains 2- 
segments only. BY (3), k-ldd(ur)<k and k-1 <d(ui,)<k. Since 
d(Ue)+d(Ur)+d(Ui,)~U3>n+r=3k-l and d(u,)~d(ui,), it follows that d(u,)=k, 
and hence N(u,)=A. Since G is l-tough, there exists a smallest i such that uiwj~E(G) 
for some j#i. By (4) and (5), N(wi)E(A-{v,,v,})u(Ui}, SO d(wi)<k-1. NOW 
consider the greatest h such that u~w,,EE( G) for some g # h. By (4), i < g <h. By (4) and 
(5) (now applied to c), N(u,)z(A -{ v,,vz})u{wh}, so d(u,)bk-1. But then 
n + r < crj d d(u,) + d(uJ + d(wi) < 3k - 2 = n + r - 1, a contradiction. 
Case 2.3: I V(C)I=n-2, k=t(n+r). Let V(G)- V(C)={u,, x}. Apart from the 
l-segments, C contains 2-segments only. By Lemma 2.1(a) (applied to both C and C), 
N(x)cA and we reach a contradiction as in case 1. 
Case 3: s = r + 3. By (2), there are six possibilities. 
Case 3.1: 1 V(C)(=n-1, k=&(n+r). Then e=O. Apart from the l- and 2-segments, 
C contains either one 4-segment or two 3-segments. 
Case 3.1.1: C contains one 4-segment, say ulur+ w; u’[. 
Case 3.1.1.1: uipu:EE(G) or uipW;EE(G) for some p~{l, . . . ,s}. We may assume 
uipu:EE(G). Set X=Su{u,,u,S. Then IXI=s+2=r+5+&. By (6), N(X)cAu(u:) 
and N(X)+ is an independent set. Hence, X is a suitable set. 
Case 3.1.1.2: ui,u:$E(G) and ui,W;~E(G) for all p~{l,...,s}. AS in case 2.1.2, 
N(u,,) =A for q= 1, . ,s. 
Case 3.1.1.2.1: uiwj~E(G) for some i, j, i#j. Choose i minimal. By (4), d(wi)>,k. 
BY (4) and (5) N(wJg(A -{ul,u2, ~i2~~i2+~,vi3~~i3+~})~{~i~~~,~~}, whence 
d(wi) < k - 1, a contradiction. 
Case 3.1.1.2.2: uiwjgE(G) whenever i#j. Since G is l-tough, some 2-segment 
contains a vertex adjacent to UT or w; We assume w; uiEE(G) for some i # I; the 
other possibilities can be handled similarly. Suppose w,u:EE(G). Then by (lea), 
N(wi)c(A -{u~,U,})U{U~} (cf. (4)). On the other hand, d(wi)~~~-d(~g)-d(~1)~ 
n+r-2k= k. This contradiction shows that wlu:$E(G). Also, by (lea), w,ul$E(G). 
Now Su{uo, wl} is a suitable set. 
Case 3.1.2: C contains two 3-segments, say ulu: w1 and u,uL w, (l<m). 
Case 3.1.2.1: uipu:EE(G) or uipu,+EE(G) for some p~{l, . . . ,s}. We may assume 
uipu:EE(G). Set X=Su(ue,ur}. BY(~), N(X)~Au{u:,u~} and,ifuL$N(X), N(X)+ 
is an independent set. Hence, X is a suitable set if u,’ @N(X). Now assume u,’ EN(X). If 
u,‘EN(S), then N(w,)nA’ =@ by (6). If u,‘~N(u~), then N(w,)nA+ =O by (lea). 
Hence, A +u{w~, wm} is an independent set, implying that again X is suitable. 
Case 3.1.2.2: ui,u:~E(G) and ui,u,‘~E(G) for all p~{l, . . ..s}. AS in case 2.1.2, 
N(uiq)=A for q=l,...,s. Let t~{l,m). If N(u:)n(A’uA-)#{u,,w,}, then 
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u,w,$E (G) by (Ica). Since o(G- Y)<[ YJ for Y=A, Au{u:}, Au{uLj, Au{u:,u~), 
it follows that UiWj~E(G) for some i,j, i#j. Choose i minimal. By (4) and (5), d(wi)>k 
and N(Wi)~(A--(~~,~~,~i~,~i~+~,~i~,~i~+~})u{~i,~~,~,+}, a contradiction. 
Case 3.2: IV(C)l=n-1, k=i(n+r+l). Then c=l. Apart from the l- and 2- 
segments, C contains one 3-segment, say ulnt+ wl. 
Case 3.2.1: UipU:EE(G) for some p~{l, . . ..s}. As in case 2.1.1, the set 
Su{u,,, uf, wl}, of cardinality s + 3 = r + 6 = r + 5 + E, is suitable. 
Case 3.2.2: ui,u:~E(G) for all ~~11, . . . , s}. Arguing as in case 2.2, now ap- 
plying (3) with { x1,xz}={Ui,,Ui,}, we obtain N(u,,)=A and hence N(u,)=A. AS 
in case 2.1.2, there exsists a smallest i such that uiwj~E(G) for some j#i. By 
(4) and (5) N(wi)~(A-{~r,112,ui~, ui,+,})U{ui,~:}, SO d(wi)<k-1. Defining h as 
in case 2.2 we similarly obtain d(a,,) < k- 1, and reach a contradiction as in 
case 2.2. 
Case 3.3: ) V(C)1 =n- 1, k=i(n +r+2). Apart from the l-segments, C contains 
2-segments only. Since 3A(~~)3d(tr~)+d(u~,)+d(u~,)~~~>rr+r=3k-2, d(u,)>k, 
and hence N(ur)=A. Since G is l-tough, there exists a smallest i such that uiWj~E(G) 
for some j#i. By (4) and (5) N(wi)c(A-{U,,u,})U(ui}, SO d(wi)<k-1. With 
k defined as in case 2.2, we also have d(n,,) < k - 1. NOW d(ui,) > g3 - d(wi) - d(uh) 3 
n+r-2k+2=k, SO N(ui,)=A. But then, in fact, N(wi)E(A--(u~,~~,~i,,Ui,+~})~(Ui}. 
Hence, d(wi) d k - 2 and, similarly, d(uJ <k - 2. We reach the contradiction n + r < o3 d 
d(uo)+d(u,)+d(wi)<<k-4=n+r-2. 
Case 3.4: IV(C)I=n-2, k=i(n+r). Let V(G)-V(C)={u,,xj. Apart from the 
l- and 2-segments, C contains one 3-segment, say ulu: wr. By Lemma 2.1 (a), 
N(x)~Au{u:}. A s in case 2.1, we obtain a suitable set or a contradiction. 
Case 3.5: (V(C)I=n-2,k=$(n+r+l). Let V(G)- V(C)={ue,x}. Then N(x)cA 
and we reach a contradiction as in case 2.2. 
Case 3.6: (V(C)I=n-3, k=S(n+r). Let V(G)- V(C)={uO,x,y}. Then N(x), 
N(y) GA and we reach a contradiction as in case 1. 
Case 4: s>r+4. If s>r+6, then the set Su{uO}, of cardinality s+l>r+7> 
r + 5 + E, is suitable. The remaining cases are similar to previous cases. Since no new 
arguments are required, we omit the details. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let G be a nonhamiltonian 2-connected graph of order 
n with a,(G)>n+r >n+2. Copy the notation and terminology used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.4, with r + 5 + e replaced by r + 2 + E in the definition of a suitable set. Then 
in all possible cases, SW{ uo} is a suitable set. 0 
Theorems 1.9 and 1.11 are established by combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, 
respectively, with the following. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a graph of order n with h(G)32 and a,(G)>n +r an. Assume 
G contains a longest cycle C suck that C is a dominating cycle and p((C)>t(n +r). If 
n>8t-6r-17, then c(G)>min{n,2NC,(G)}. 
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Proof. Let G be a nonhamiltonian graph satisfying the stated conditions. Among all 
longest cycles which are dominating cycles, let C be one for which p(C) is maximum. 
Define uO, A, k and, for i= 1, . . . , k, Zji,ui,Wi as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. Then 
d(Ue)>,$(?l+r). Set Ti=UiCWi(i=l, . . . , k). Again T is called a segment (p-segment if 
( Tl =p), while S and s denote, respectively, the set of l-segments and its cardinality. 
Since k>ilP’(C)I, ~21. Assume without loss of generality that Uris and ur has 
maximum degree among all vertices of S. 
Set 
S’={xEV(C)lX+,X-EN(ul)}, 
S”={xEV(C)Ix+EN(UO), X-EN(q)}, 
S,=SuS’uS” and si=(Sil. 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: t <s, + 1. Then we can find a subset X of V(G) of cardinality t consisting of 
u0 and t- 1 vertices in Sr . By Lemma 2.1, N(X)s V(C). By (several applications of) 
(lea), X is an independent set and N(X)nN(X)+ =@. Hence, c>,2 IN(X)1 32 NC,. 
Case 2: t3s1+2. Since d(u,)=k>i(n+r), we have 
n-11cc2s+3(k-s)>n+r-s, 
implying that s >r+ 1 and, since s1 as, t >r+ 3. Hence, by the hypothesis of the 
lemma, 
(7) k&(n+Y)>~@t-5r-17)3+(3t-2)>t-l. 
Set q= t-s, - 1 and let T,, . . . , q, be the first q segments following Tr on C which 
contain no vertex of Sr. The existence of these segments is guaranteed by (7). Set 
W={Wi,,*.., Wi,} and X=S~UWU{U~,. ’ Then X is an independent set of cardinality 
t with N(X) G V(C). We are done if c 3 2 I N(X)l, so assume 
(8) IN(X)13$(c+l). 
We will derive a contradiction from (8). Set Y=N(W)nA+nvlCui,+~ and 
Z=N(W)nA+nEi,+r Cu,. Then N(X)c(V(C)-((A+uA-))uYuZ, so 
(9) IN(X)Idc-s-2(k-s)+) Y(+IZI 
<c-s-2(k-s)+(t-1 -s)+(ZI 
=c-2k+t- 1 +lZl. 
Let H be a component of C-(S1uS;uZuZ+uZ-). If ugN(ul)nV(H), then of, 
U++E V(H)--N(u,). Observing that the sets S1, S;,Z,Z+, Z- are pairwise disjoint 
and N(ul)n(ZuZ+uZ-)=@ we conclude that 
(10) d(Ui)<(S; l+$(c-_Is~us;uzuz+uz- I) 
=s1+~(c-2s1-3~Z~)=~c+~s1-(Zl. 
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Summing (9) and (IO), we obtain 
d(u,)+IN(X)(~4c+fsl-2k+t-1. 
Hence, by (8) 
(11) d(u,)dgc++s,-2k+t-$. 
We now show that 
(12) ~3<2d(&J)+4u,). 
If C contains at least two l-segments, then, by the way C, u0 and ui were chosen, 
g3 <d(u,) + 2d(u,) d 2d(u,) + li(ui). Hence, assume 7’i is the only l-segment. Then 
cr3 = n, c = n - 1, d(u,) = j n and all segments other than T, are 2-segments. There exist 
i and j with i, j# 1 and i#j such that uiWj~E(G), otherwise IN(X)I=IN(u,,)j+q= 
&n+t-2<&n+$(n+l7)-2=&11~+3) and we contradict (8). Thus, G has a Wi- 
cycle. By the choice of C and uo, dud. Since d(u0)+d(u,)+d(wi)3n and 
d(~i)<d(~,), it follows that d(u,)=d(~i)=d(wJ=$ II and (12) holds with equality. 
From (1 l), (12) and the hypothesis of case 2, we obtain 
n+r~:a,~22(uo)+d(U1)=2k+d(ul) 
<$c+fs,+t-3 
whence n < St - 6r - 18, contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma. 0 
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